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For years I and other commentators on MENA developments, have consistently written that
Field Marshall Haftar is the only solution for Libya. And yet again the latest ridiculous Italian
attempt to broker a solution after dozens of similar conferences took place. In the words of
the former Italian Prime Minister Matteo Renzi it was as “a resounding flop”.

Its  been 7 years  since the ‘unnatural’  revolution causing disgracefully  regime change,
brought about by the imperialist land and oil grab by the ‘great powers’ using unashamedly
NATO.

If this chaos continues, Libya will inevitably split into two countries and very soon.

When the hell are the fools that inhabit the UN, EU and even Russia going to ‘get out’ of
Libya?

To repeat the obvious; the only key figure in Libya is Khalifa Haftar.

For the record, he arrived in Palermo on Monday evening, but was not going to play their
game; he barely participated in the conference.

The  Italian  government  press  office  said  Haftar  was  not  having  dinner  with  the  other
participants nor joining them for talks, though some of them heads of state or government.
Haftar specifically opposed the presence of the Muslim Brotherhood champion, Qatar at the
event .

Haftar clearly only attended because he had a few days before visited Moscow, who sent to
Sicily, Russia’s Prime Minister, Dmitry Medvedev and because also of Egyptian President
Sisi’s presence.

To repeat what has been stated countless times by serious commentators as opposed to
mostly American corrupt, bought think tanks, the Libyan people reject Islamists and the
Muslim Brotherhood – secularism must prevail. If it succeeded in Libya, it could catch on in
other Islamic countries and reverse the extremist Islamic trends that produced ISIS,  Al
Qaeda and the repulsive murderess and despicable Wahhabi regime in Saudi.

After all  it  was the great Kamal Ataturk, before WW11, in Turkey that despatched and
banished mullahs from political life, as by the way did Shah Reza Pahlavi of Persia.

Libya is but a symptom of the real issue and problem; the clash of civilisations.

Its time to send these Islamic fanatics back a thousand some years. Why are people afraid
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to  state  the  bleeding  obvious?  Because  our  so  called  leaders  are  moral  and physical
cowards, unable to call a spade a spade, in an Orwellian age of political correctness.

If only we could send these savages in a time machine back to around the 8th century,
when admittedly the Islamic empire extended from Iberia, modern Spain, in the west to the
Indus river in the east, we could then get on with dealing with the complex problems of over
population,  global  warming  and  the  consequences  of  the  technological  age,  artificial
intelligence  being  the  most  worrisome.

A man called Phillip Husband expressed it, (partly paraphrasing his words) very well:

“Any form of dogmatism is incompatible with the modern world. The literal
meaning of the word Islam is submission: submission, in this case, to a set of
dogmas that were established 1400 years ago by an Arab who is considered by
most Muslims to be al-Insaan al-Kaamil, the Perfect Man, whose example is to
be followed in every possible way, even in the 21st century.

This being the case, it might be apparent that rigid followers of Islam will not
feel  quite  at  home in  modern  societies  which  tolerate  things  that  Islam,
pretends,  hypocritically,  to  forbid:  homosexuality,  polytheism,  atheism,
blasphemy,  alcohol,  drugs,  premarital  sex,  et  al.

On the other hand, it is unfortunate that many Muslims come to the West with
a sense of innate superiority. They’re happy to take advantage of the benefits
of  living  in  our  societies  which  offer  incomparably  greater  opportunities  and
living standards than their own Muslim countries, yet profess to despise the
boozing,  half-dressed  fornicators  who  let  them  in.  Not  forgetting  their
absolutely unacceptable attitudes and treatment of women.

Further if they advocate overthrowing our societies in order to impose Sharia
law: the fact that some Muslims actually support this position is what makes
people in the West not wish further Muslim immigration into their countries,
not to mention the terrorist attacks that have been carried out by people of
this faith in recent years.”

Important to mention since the previous paragraph refers to terrorism, lest we forget, the
greatest terrorists exists courtesy of States like America, Saudi and Israel, to mention but a
few, not by these small band of die hard revolutionary terrorists groups.

Get real people. See the truth, say the truth which is more profound than our pathetic ‘big
brother security call’ in the West ”See something, say something”.  All right then, we say
this; we the people, see gross injustice and corruption, domestically and internationally by
politicians and bureaucrats, and so what are we going to do about it?

Ballot or bullet..maybe we need both.

Enough is enough. Let’s decide and move forward, not be paralysed into non action.

Be done with political correctness and call a spade a spade, would be a start.

*
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